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Marijuana Infused Edible Packaging and Labeling Review Checklist  

      Images submitted: ☐ Product ☐ Packaging ☐ Label  

□ Application submitted  

□ WSDA approved MIE Endorsement 

      Does this product appear to be therapeutic or curative? (medical) ☐ Yes ☐ No 

□ Business or trade name and the nine digit unified business identifier (UBI) number of the 
licensees that produced and processed the marijuana or marijuana products. 

□ The unique identifier number generated by the WSLCB's traceability system. This must be the 
same number that appears on the transport manifest. 

□ If more than one serving is in a package, the label must prominently displays the number of 
servings in the package and the amount of product per serving 

□ Serving size and the number of servings contained within the unit 

□ Net weight in ounces and grams or volume as appropriate 

□ THC concentration (delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol) listed as total THC and activated THC-A 
and CBD concentration (cannabidiol) listed as total CBD and activated CBD-A (cannabidiol) 
listed as total CBD and activated CBD-A 

□ List of all ingredients in descending order of predominance by weight or volume as applicable 
and a list of major food allergens as defined in the Food Allergen Labeling and Consumer 
Protection Act of 2004 

□ WSDA approval of ingredients/recipe 

□ If solvents were used, a statement that discloses the type of extraction method, including any 
solvents, gases, or other chemicals or compounds used to produce or that are added to the 
extract 

Warning Statements and Symbols  

□ “Warning - May be habit forming" 

□ "Unlawful outside Washington State" 

□ "It is illegal to operate a motor vehicle while under the influence of marijuana" 

□ CAUTION: “Intoxicating effects may be delayed by 2+ hours” 

□ The marijuana universal symbol 

□ The Not For Kids symbol  
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Approved Shapes  

□ Square   □ Circle □ Triangle □ Rectangle □ Octagon 

□ Parallelogram □ Ellipse □ Pentagon □ Rhombus □ Hexagon 

Approved Colors  

□ Red   □ Maroon □ Golden 
Yellow 

□ Lemon 
Yellow □ Green □ Avocado 

Green 

□ Blue □ Dark Blue □ Teal □ Purple □ Pink □ Brown 

□ Gray □ Black □ Gold □ Silver   □ Cream  □ Tan  

What format are the colors 

□ RGB □ CMYK □ Hex □ Pantone   
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